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JOURNEY OF PIXEL

Upon receiving the directive to select a topic, our team initially tend
towards the concept of street photography. As we involved into
discussions regarding the methodology for collecting images,another
group preemptively selected a topic, prompting us to rethink our
choices. Following extensive consideration and the implore of opinions
from our team members, we eventually settled on our third choice,
which became the focal point for our pixel project.

Subsequently, our team embarked on the task of gathering images,
seizing the opportune Diwali vacation as an ideal timeframe for a more
concerted effort. This period served as a wellspring for our image
collection. Our collective focus was on crafting impactful  images that
narrated compelling stories. We deliberately sought picturesque
locations to ensure each image was aesthetically pleasing. This
endeavor compelled us to thoroughly explore our surroundings,
particularly since our chosen theme centered on colours of nature,
necessitating a vibrant and interconnected visual narrative.

The tangled process of making our project visually compelling involved
a positive sense curation of images that the essence of nature. We
endeavored to showcase the profound beauty that nature unfolded
before us, creating a captivating shade of colors that articulated a
vivid journey through our lens.

-    KALEIDO  SHOTS 



COLOURS OF
NATURE 
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1. BROWN
 Brown is a color often linked to stability, reliability,
and a sense of security. It represents the earth and
natural elements, conveying a feeling of warmth,
comfort, and groundedness. Brown signifies
simplicity, practicality, and a down-to-earth attitude.

2. BLUE
 It's often associated with tranquility, calmness, and
serenity, invoking feelings of peace and relaxation.
Blue can also represent trust, loyalty, and reliability,
often used to convey a sense of professionalism and
responsibility.

3. RED
Red is a vibrant and powerful color that symbolizes
various emotions and concepts. It's often associated
with passion, energy, and action. Red can evoke
feelings of excitement, strength, and desiire.

4. YELLOW
Yellow is a bright and uplifting color often associated
with positivity, happiness, and energy. It's known to
evoke feelings of optimism, warmth, and cheerfulness.
Yellow can symbolize creativity, enlightenment, and
intellect.

5. GREEN
Green is a color deeply connected to nature,
symbolizing growth, harmony, and renewal. It
represents balance, tranquility, and a sense of peace.
Green often embodies traits like stability, fertility, and
endurance. It's associated with healing, rejuvenation,
and prosperity.



IN A WORLD
OF BROWN,

THESE SMALL
BLOOMS

SHINE

Amidst a cozy brown backdrop,

small flowers bloom, their

undeniable beauty turning each

tiny petal into a delightful

detail against the warm, earthy

tones, showcasing nature's

simple charm.

Credit: Sradha Location: Trivandrum Time: 3.30pm Date: November 18  
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A plant grew from a seed, watered by rain,
and sprouted in a place nobody cared about.
Despite struggles, it bloomed magically,
offering a beautiful view. Life's challenges
are like burdens, but when hope is strong, it
keeps you going. The plant's growth, despite
hardships, symbolizes the resilience of hope.
Even when facing difficulties, the hope
within is like water, ensuring you don't dry
up. Life's struggles may seem burdensome,
but like the plant, holding onto hope makes
a way for beauty to bloom, reminding us
that with hope, we can endure and flourish
through the challenges life presents.

NATURE'S WARMTH IN
 EVERY SHADE OF RED

Location: Bangalore Time: 11:45am Date: October 26 Credit: Ammu 
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WHERE A
BROWN PLANT
HARMONIZES

WITH THE
SOOTHING

MELODY OF A
WATER

FOUNTAIN

A proud water fountain gracefully
serenaded with its cascading waters. Next

to it, a once-lush tree displayed bare
branches, a silent witness to the shifting

seasons.
In the fountain's basin, a lively school of
colorful fish danced with grace, casting

ripples that mirrored the sparkling
sunlight.

demonstrating that amidst dry spells,
beauty and vitality could discover a refuge.

 Location: Bangalore Time: 11.55am Date: September 25 Credit: Hemi
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They were friends who shared everything
about their feelings and stood by each other
in difficult times. To them, they weren't just
leaves from different trees; they were each
other's strength and weakness. The thought
of being apart from each other never crossed
their minds. But they were unaware that a
day of separation would arrive soon.

On a stormy day, she left him without a
word. It was painful for him to see her
wither on the ground. Despite the agony, he
yearned to be with her one last time.
Miraculously, his plea reached God, and sent
him to her side. And so, from birth to death,
they remained together, a testament to their
unbreakable bond.
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Date: October 23 Credit: Nandana 
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Location: Malappuram Time: 4.20pm



A TAIL OF
TWO  MONKEYS 

Credit : Meenakshi Location: Goa
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Time: 3.23pm Date: August 18



LOST IN THE
HUES OF BLUE

In a realm of serenity, the vivid
blue canvas of the sky
seamlessly met the lush green
of nature, creating a visual ode
to the wonders that unfolded
whenever earth and sky united.
It was a story written in colors,
where every breeze whispered
tales of harmony and every
rustle of leaves echoed the
beauty of their celestial
embrace.

10
Date: October 7Location: Kashmir Time: 8.10am Credit: Sradha 
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CLOUDS WALTZ 
IN THE SKY'S CANVAS

The calm blue sky, decorated with
fluffy white clouds, always brings a
lasting sense of joy. This beautiful
mix not only makes the sky look
great but also adds to its natural
charm in different weather,
especially making it more attractive
and lively when it rains gently. The
sky looks simple, but when clouds
join, it seems like they're really close.
People want to touch the sky, drawn
to its amazing colors. As days pass,
dreams grow like clouds, making it
exciting to imagine reaching and
enjoying the sky. When she grew up,
her goal became like the sky and
clouds, a dream she believed could
come true. Just like the sky seems
far, achieving dreams needs hard
work. It's like aiming to touch the
distant sky, requiring effort to reach
the destination and achieve the goal.
The dream of touching the sky,
though far, can become real with
dedication.

Location: Shivajinagar Date: October 29Time: 4.30pm Credit: Ammu 
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WHERE THE SKY MEETS
CLOUDS IN

 A DANCE OF ENDLESS
BEAUTY

As morning arrived, the sky
transformed into a soft palette of
pastels, signaling the start of a new
day. 

People enjoying the
changing sky. Birds
sang along, 
In this shared moment
under the morning sky,
a simple yet powerful
connection emerged,
reminding everyone
that each day brings a
fresh start, painted by
the ever-changing
colors of dawn.

Time: 8.05amLocation: Horamavu Agara Date: October 12 Credit: Hemi
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Through the oval window of a soaring plane, I
saw a mesmerizing vision unfolds. A  vast
canvas of blue skies draped with soft, cotton-
like clouds. It was my first experience. The sky
expands and stretches endlessly, meeting the
pure white and it paint a serene picture
against the airplane's wings. From childhood I
wanted to see this beautiful view. The world
outside appears infinite and inviting to me. The
contrasting colours of blue gave me
goosebumps. These contrasting tones of blue
and white playing together harmoniously,
offered me  a view that speaks of both
tranquility and the exhilaration of flight.

ABOVE THE CLOUDS, WHERE
DREAMS TAKE FLIGHT

Date: August 12Location: Bangalore Time: 9.30am Credit: Nandana 
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WHISPERS OF THE WIND, ECHOES OF SERENITY

Nature's beauty is a captivating
symphony of colors, textures, and
sounds. It unfolds in serene
landscapes, where lush greenery,
towering trees, and delicate flowers
harmonize with the soothing melody
of rustling leaves and flowing water.
The dance of sunlight creates a
mesmerizing play of shadows,
painting the world with a palette of
breathtaking moments.

Time: 2.10pmLocation: Trivandrum Date: November 10 Credit: Meenakshi 
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Amidst the tranquil garden, I
stumbled upon the enchanting
allure of a brownish flower,

delicately adorned with
raindrops. As each droplet

embraced the petals, it
transformed the bloom into a

glistening masterpiece—a
testament to nature's

artistry. In this serene scene,
simplicity and elegance
danced hand in hand, as

earthy tones harmonized with
the gentle touch of rain,

crafting a quietly charming
moment that whispered tales

of beauty.

BROWN BLOOM
ADORNED WITH
RAIN'S JEWELS

Location: Trivandrum Time: 5.30pm Date: October 10 Credit: Sradha
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The colour red stands out with its
vivid and lively charm, becoming a
focal point in various environments,
especially in many places. Its special
allure makes it a standout among
other colors, captivating attention
effortlessly. In nature, the connection
with red takes on a unique and
distinctive character. The reddish hue
adds brightness and energy to
anything, instantly piquing interest.
When a perspective changes, people
naturally take notice. Similarly, the
colour red in a leaf brings a fresh
impact, making it more visually
appealing. This vibrant hue captures
people's attention, creating an
attractive concept that draws in the
observer. The power lies in altering
how we see things, and the energetic
touch of red has a unique way of
making ordinary elements stand out
and become more alluring to the
human eye.

Location: Bangalore Time: 11.30am Date: October 26 Credit: Ammu
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EVERY PETAL EXUDES VIBRANT BEAUTY
BEHOLD THE ENCHANTING ALLURE OF A RED HIBISCUS

 FLOWER

The sun delicately caressed
its petals, painting the
surroundings with a touch
of warm red. Nestled among
green leaves, the red
hibiscus symbolized love,
quietly narrating a tale of
nature's evolving beauty.

In a calm garden, a vibrant red hibiscus
bloomed, its petals unfolding like love's
soft whispers.

Location: Horamavu Agara Time: 8.03am Date:  November 2 Credit: Hemi 
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EMBRACING
THE RADIANCE
OF RED BLOOMS

In a sunny garden, she woke up
on her first day in the world. The
nearby flower's beauty
mesmerized her, its fragrance
inviting a budding friendship. Its
radiant shine was immeasurable.
Meeting each other's gaze, they
exchanged smiles, filling her with
joy. She wasn't just happy about
her first day; she was thrilled to
gain a new and beautiful friend.
Each scarlet petal on the flower
was lively, unfurling like a
painter's brushstroke against the
green backdrop, creating a
vibrant symphony of crimson
hues.

Date: November 13Time: 8.20am Credit: NandanaLocation: Thrissur
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An elegant tree
featuring clusters of
deep red blossoms,
adding a touch of

warmth and beauty to
its surroundings,

making it a favorite
choice for enhancing the
aesthetic appeal of parks

and botanical gardens.

Time: 11amLocation: Trivandrum Date: November 12 Credit: Meenakshi 
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CHROMATIC TANGO:
WHEN YELLOW BLOOMS
MEET GREEN DREAMS

In the heart of a sun-kissed meadow, a yellow
flower emerges as a radiant protagonist against
a lush sea of green. Bathed in dappled sunlight,

each petal tells a story of resilience and
vibrancy. As the gentle breeze orchestrates a

dance between the leaves and the golden bloom,
the scene unfolds as a tale of nature's

harmonious collaboration—a symphony of color
and light, where the yellow flower becomes the
focal point in this enchanting narrative of life

and growth in the embrace of a verdant
sanctuary.

Location: Trivandrum Time: 5.30pm Date: November 12 Credit: Sradha 
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SUNSET HUMS IN 
YELLOW AND ORANGE

The evening from a terrace brings a lot of relaxation and calmness.
It becomes even more soothing when a person watches the sunset
after a day filled with ups and downs. This kind of ending creates
hope for a better sunrise the next day, making it a truly relaxing
part of everyone's life. The view highlights the strong connection
between nature and a person's feelings of relaxation and stress relief
after navigating the challenges of the entire day.

The calming shades of the sunset act like a balm, helping a person
unwind and find peace. It's a moment to reflect on the events of the
day, acknowledging both the highs and lows. The tranquil
atmosphere allows one to let go of the stress accumulated throughout
the day and embrace the serene beauty of nature.

In this simple act of enjoying the sunset from a terrace, there's a
profound realization that each day is a journey with its unique
challenges, but it concludes with the promise of a new beginning. The
setting sun symbolizes closure, paving the way for a hopeful and
refreshing start with the sunrise. Nature, with its gentle hues and
calming presence, becomes a powerful companion in the journey of
finding  optimism in life.

Location: Bangalore Time: 6.45pm Date: October 29 Credit: Ammu 
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EVERY BLOSSOM IN NATURE IS A SOUL
 UNFOLDING WITHIN A FLOWER

In a quaint garden, an orange
flower   shared a sun-kissed corner.
The orange flower, vibrant and bold
in the warmth of the day.

Its petals glowed like the setting
sun, adding a burst of color to
the surroundings.
Beside it, the rose, elegant in its
simplicity, unfolded its layers
with a timeless grace. 

Location: Horamavu Agara Time: 10am Date: November 3 Credit: Hemi
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When I spotted someone nearing me, fear gripped my core.
Memories of my friend being harmed by those giant
humans flooded my thoughts. But then, to my amazement, I
saw a sweet little child approaching. And suddenly my
expression changed in to admiration.

As soon as the child came closer, she took my fragrance
and then unexpectedly poured water over me. It was an
incredible feeling. A feeling of love.

Since that day, I eagerly awaited the child's return. But
when the child didn't show up one day, sadness consumed
me. I felt a deep sense of longing and melancholy. Yet, in
those fleeting moments we shared, I found solace. Those
precious days were fleeting,  and for a brief while, I felt a
profound connection and belonging in the company of that
sweet child.

BLOSSOM OF
SUNSHINE IN A

GARDEN PARADISE

Her POV :  

Location: Bangalore Time: 11.43am Date: October 3 Credit: Nandana
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GOLDEN RAYS PAINTING THE SEASIDE IN HUES OF WARMTH AND
TRANQUILITY 

The seaside sun casts a mesmerizing glow across the
horizon, its radiant beams dancing on the gentle waves.
The sky is a canvas of warm hues, transitioning from a
soft pastel near the water to a fiery orange at the sun's
descent. The rhythmic sound of waves adds a soothing
soundtrack to nature's evening spectacle, creating a
serene atmosphere that invites contemplation and awe.

Location: Mumbai Time: 5.40pm Date: September 9 Credit: Meenakshi 
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In the heart of the garden,
nature unveiled its elegance—a
butterfly, its wings a canvas of
vibrant hues, delicately
alighted upon a flower. The
ensuing dance between delicate
wings and vibrant petals
painted a living masterpiece of
harmony, capturing a snapshot
of the enchanting connection
shared by these garden
companions. A celebration of
simplicity, a symphony of
colors, this moment etched a
tale of beauty in the garden's
ever-unfolding story.

Location: Trivandrum Time: 4pm Date: November 11 Credit: Sradha 
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VERDANT LIFE IN EVERY LEAF AND FRUIT

A girl happily watered a plant every
day, hoping it would grow into a big,
green tree with tasty fruit—a reward
for her hard work. She took her duty
seriously, spending lots of time making
sure the plant got the care it needed.

As time passed, her hopes grew, but
she kept watering the plant even more
eagerly. Then, the special day came
when her dreams came true. The tiny
seed she planted turned into a healthy
plant, and it produced fruit. It felt like
nature's gift, all wrapped up in
beautiful green colors.

Seeing her dream come true made her
really happy. The fruit wasn't just nice
to look at; it was proof of her
dedication. Its sweet taste captured the
true spirit of her efforts, making the
reward even more special.

Location: Bangalore Time: 5pm Date: October 25 Credit: Ammu
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EMBRACE THE BEAUTY OF TREES AND LET
 YOURSELF FALL IN LOVE WITH THEM

On a peaceful road, tall trees created a
leafy roof, letting sunlight play on the road.
The only sound, a soft rustle, whispered
through the calm tunnel of nature.

As the road curved, it showed faraway views,
wrapping the area in a soothing quietness.  birds
added a sweet touch to the calm scene with their
songs. quiet trees welcomed thoughtful moments,
providing a calm journey through the beauty of
nature.

Location: Malur Time: 11am Date: November 10 Credit: Hemi
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WHERE SERENITY MEETS
THE VERDANT HORIZON

It was a rainy day when I arrived here. The people
who brought me nurtured and watered me. I have
witnessed their shared emotions, from heartfelt

conversations to the first steps of children. I've seen
their joys and sorrows. In those moments, I offered
them my shade, my silent support. I understand, I

can't alleviate their pain, but I'll stand by them
whenever they need. They're the ones who helped me

grow, and I'll always be there for them.

Location: Cubbon Park Time: 11.21am Date: October 25 Credit: Nandana 
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BLOSSOMING BEAUTY IN EVERY PETAL'S EMBRACE

 its vines with a burst of color, presenting
vibrant bracts that cloak the landscape in
hues ranging from bold pinks to fiery reds. 

Location: Trivandrum Time: 4.30pm Date: November 14 Credit: Meenakshi 
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